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Abstract
We propose a framework for the analysis of concurrent constraint programming (ccp). Our approach is based on simple denotational semantics
which approximate the usual semantics in the sense
that they give a superset of the input-output relation
of a ccp program. Analyses based on these semantics can be easily and eciently implemented using
standard techniques from the analysis of logic programs.

1 Introduction
Concurrent constraint programming (ccp) [12,
13, 14] is a new programming paradigm which elegantly combines logical concepts and concurrency
mechanisms. The computational model of ccp is
based on the notion of constraint system, which consists of a set of constraints and an entailment (implication) relation. Processes interact through a common store. Communication is achieved by telling
(adding) a given constraint to the store, and by
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asking (checking whether the store entails) a given

constraint.
There is a growing interest in both the theoretical aspects and the practical applications of ccp languages. However, before their full potential can be
realized there is a need for a framework in which to
express and develop sophisticated data ow analysis which can be used in compilers to produce more
ecient target code and to help programmers to
write error free code. The importance of data ow
analysis is ampli ed because of concurrency { both
programmers and compilers nd concurrent programs notoriously dicult to understand and reason about. However it is also hard for data ow analyzers to understand concurrent programs and so it
has proven dicult to develop simple, ecient and
precise data ow analyses for concurrent languages.
The main contribution of this paper is to give a simple denotational semantics for ccp languages which
we believe is a good basis for ecient yet precise
analysis.
Existing denotational semantics for ccp are not
a very suitable basis for analysis as they deal with
complicated structures such as reactive sequences
([6]) or trace operators ([14]). These structures are
known to be necessary in order to model the observables exactly, but their complexity makes it dicult
to formalize analyses and prove their correctness.
As a matter of fact, for the purpose of analysis,
this complexity is often unnecessary. In fact analyses necessarily approximate the observables, in the
sense that they lose information. This suggests that
we can use simpler semantics which need not be correct in the classical sense, but only in the sense that

they are correct approximations.
The underlying idea is to build the denotation
of a ccp process as a combination of the inputoutput constraint relation of the component processes. The resulting denotation is a set of inputoutput pairs. Such a semantics is a good basis for
ecient data ow analysis because it is similar to
the standard structures used in the analysis of logic
programming languages ([11]). Thus, the same implementation techniques such as memoization tables [7] and analysis domains and functions can be
used with only slight modi cation.
Our denotational model approximates the standard operational semantics in the sense that it contains the input-output information of every possible
computation. This means that it is a suitable basis for universal analysis in which we wish to verify
that a certain property is satis ed by all computations. The converse does not hold, i.e. there may
be pairs in the denotation of a process which do
not correspond to any computation. This imprecision is not surprising as it is well known that pairs
of constraints do not contain enough information to
de ne a semantics which is both compositional and
correct (in the classical sense).
From this denotational semantics we develop a
generic data ow analysis framework consisting of
semantic equations which are parametric in the
choice of constraints descriptions and the operations
on these descriptions. A particular analysis is obtained by simply choosing a description domain and
de ning operations on the domain. Correctness of
the resulting analysis is guaranteed by our construction and by results from abstract interpretation [5].
Previous related research includes the works of
Codognet et al. [4] and Codish et al. [2, 3],
who have investigated the analysis of concurrent
logic languages, a particular subclass of the ccp
languages. Our work primarily di ers from these
in the semantic basis of the abstract interpreta-

tion. Codognet et al. base their analysis on a
complex and operational AND-OR tree semantics,
while Codish et al. base their analysis on a transition system operational semantics. In [3] Codish et
al. de ne a new operational semantics, which approximates the standard one, and which is con uent in the sense that di erent scheduling strategies
give isomorphic results, thus simplifying the analysis. The loss of precision introduced by con uence is
orthogonal to the loss of precision in our approach.
Another denotational semantics for the analysis of
a particular concurrent logic language was developed in [9]. This semantics is based on sequenceslike structures and is therefore more complex than
our semantics. Furthermore, our approach has the
advantage that it can be easily implemented using
standard techniques from logic programming.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In the next two sections we recall the de nitions
of a constraint system and of the ccp paradigm.
In Section 4 we give the denotational semantics for
the input-output relation associated to the standard
operational model. In Section 5 we consider a variation of the notion of observables and the corresponding semantics. Finally in Section 6 we give
the equations for the abstract denotational semantics. Section 7 concludes.

2 Constraint systems
In [13] constraint systems are de ned following
Scott's treatment of information systems [15]. The
starting point is a set of simple constraints on which
a compact entailment relation ` is de ned. Then a
constraint system is constructed by considering sets
of simple constraints and by extending the entailment relation on it. This construction is made in
such a way that the resulting structure is a complete
algebraic lattice, which ensures the e ectiveness of
the extended entailment relation. Here we abstract

from this construction, and only consider the resulting structure.

De nition 2.1 A constraint system is a complete
(algebraic) lattice hC ; ; ^; true; false i where ^ is
the lub operation, and true , false are the least and
the greatest elements of C , respectively1 .

In order to treat the hiding operator of the language it will be helpful to introduce a sort of existential quanti er. In this framework it is convenient
to formalize this notion by means of the theory of
cylindric algebras, due to Henkin, Monk and Tarski
[8]. This leads to the concept of cylindric constraint
system. In the following, we assume given a (denumerable) set of variables Var with typical elements
x; y; z; : : :.

De nition 2.2 Let hC; ; ^; true; false i be a constraint system. Assume that for each x 2 Var a
function 9x : C ! C is de ned such that for any
c; d 2 C :
(i) 9x (c)  c,
(ii) if d  c then 9x (d)  9x (c),
(iii) 9x (c ^ 9x (d)) = 9x (c) ^ 9x (d),
(iv) 9x (9y (c)) = 9y (9x (c)).
Then C = hC ; ; ^; true ; false ; Var ; 9i is a cylindric
constraint system.

In the following 9x (c) is denoted by 9x c with the
convention that, in case of ambiguity, the scope of
9x is limited to the rst constraint subexpression.
(So, for instance, 9x c ^ d stands for 9x (c) ^ d.) Furthermore, for ~x = x1; : : :; xn the notation 9~x (A)
stands for 9x1 (: : : 9xn (A) : : :).
In order to model parameter passing, it will be
useful to consider the so-called diagonal formulas
The entailment relation `, which is commonly used in
the literature, is the reverse of . Formally: 8 2
`
1

d

, 
d
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c:

C:

c

[8]. We assume that, for x; y ranging in Var , A
contains the diagonal elements dxy which satisfy the
following properties.
(i) dxx = true ,
(ii) if z 6= x; y then dxy = 9z (dxz ^ dzy ),
(iii) if x 6= y then c  dxy ^ 9x (c ^ dxy ).
Note that if C models the equality theory, then
the elements dxy can be thought of as the formulas
x = y. In the following, given ~x = x1; : : :; xn and
~y = y1 ; : : :; yn, we use the notation d~x~y to represent
dx1y1 ^ : : : ^ dxn yn .

3 The language ccp
In this section we give the de nition of ccp, following [14]. We refer to that paper for more details.
We assume given a cylindric constraint system C on
a set of variables Var with typical elements x; y; : : :.
The description of the language is parametric with
respect to it, and so is the semantical construction
we develop in this paper. In the following, the notation ~ indicates a sequence of the form 1 ; : : :; n.
The processes are described by the following grammar
Processes P ::= D:A
Declarations D ::=  j p(~x) :- A j D; D
Agents A ::= Stop j tell(c) j
Pni=1 ask(ci) ! Ai j
A k A j 9x A j p(~x)
The agent Stop represents successful termination. The basic actions are given by ask(c) and
tell(c) constructs, where c is a nite constraint, i.e.
an algebraic element of C . These actions work on
a common store which ranges over C . ask(c) is a
test on the current store and its execution does not
modify the store. We say that ask(c) is a guard
and that is enabled in d i c  d. If d is the current
store, then the execution of tell(c) sets the store to

P

c ^ d. The guarded choice agent ni=1 gi ! Ai selects nondeterministically one gi which is enabled,
and then behaves like Ai . If no guards are enabled,
then it suspends, waiting for other (parallel) agents
to add information to the store. Parallel composition is represented by k. The situation in which all
components of a system of parallel agents suspend
is called global suspension or deadlock. The agent
9x A behaves like A, with x considered local to A.
Finally, the agent p(~x) is a procedure call, where p
is the name of the procedure and ~x is the list of the
actual parameters. The meaning of p(~x) is given
by a procedure declaration of the form p(~y) :- A,
where ~y is the list of the formal parameters. We
assume that in a process D:A there is one and only
one procedure declaration for every procedure name
occurring in A; this is not a restriction with respect
to concurrent logic languages, as the presence of
alternative clauses can be simulated by the choice
construct. In the following, we omit the declaration
part when it is empty ().

3.1 The operational model and the observables O
The operational model of ccp, informally introduced above, is described by a transition system
T = (Conf ; ?!). The con gurations (in) Conf are
pairs consisting of a process, and a constraint representing the store. Table 1 describes the rules of T
with respect to a given set of declarations D.
The guarded choice operator models global nondeterminism (R2), in the sense that it depends on
the current store whether or not a guard is enabled,
and the current store is subject to modi cations by
the external environment (R1). R3 describes parallelism as interleaving. To describe locality (R4)
the syntax has been extended by an agent 9dx A in
which x is local to A and d is the store that has
been produced locally on x. Initially the local store
is empty, i.e. 9x A = 9true
x A. The execution of

a procedure call is modeled by R5. ~x~y stands for
9d~~x ~ 9d~y~ ~y and it is used to establish the link between
the formal parameters ~y and the actual parameters
~x. The variables ~ are introduced in order to avoid
problems related to names clash between ~x and ~y.
They are assumed to occur neither in the procedure
declaration nor in the procedure call.
We describe now what we intend to observe
about a process. Intuitively, for every possible initial store (input) we want to collect the results (outputs) of all possible computations: in the nite
case the nal store and the termination mode (success, failure or deadlock); in the in nite case the
limit of the intermediate stores. Note that we do
not have explicit termination modes in the transition system since we can extract this information
from the nal con guration. In fact, the computation is successful i the nal con guration is of
the form hStop k    k Stop; ci with c 6= false,
it fails i the nal store is false and it deadlocks
otherwise. Actually, in ccp successful termination
can be detected and represented in the nal store
(see [16], the short-circuit algorithm). In conclusion, for nite computations we can restrict ourselves to observe the nal store without loss of generality. Since ask does not modify the store, and
tell increases it, the evolution of the store during
the computation is monotonic. Hence we can restrict to consider as possible input-output pairs the
set P = fhc; di j c; d 2 C and c  dg. In the following we assume the set of declarations to be xed.
Given a set X, P (X) denotes the set of all the subsets of X.

De nition 3.1 The mapping O : Agents ! P (P)
which gives the observables of an agent, is de ned
by O(A) = OFin (A) [ OInf (A), with

OFin (A) = fhc; di j there exists B s.t.
hA; ci ?! hB; di 6?! g

R1 htell(c); di ?! hStop; c ^ di

R2 hPni=1 gi ! Ai; di ?! hAj ; di j 2 [1; n] and gj = ask(c) and c  d
R3

hA; ci ?! hA0 ; c0i
hA k B; ci ?! hA0 k B; c0i
hB k A; ci ?! hB k A0 ; c0i

R4

hA; d ^ 9x ci ?! hB; d0 i
h9dx A; ci ?! h9dx B; c ^ 9x d0i
0

R5 hp(~x); ci ?! h~x~yA; ci

p(~y) : ?A is the declaration for
p(~x) in D

Table 1: The transition system T.

OInf (A) =
f hc; lub n2! (cn )i j c = c0 and

there exist B1 ; : : :; Bn; : : : s.t.
hA; c0 i ?! hB1 ; c1i ?! : : : ?! hBn ; cni ?! : : :g
where 6?! denotes the absence of outgoing transitions and ?! denotes the re exive and transitive
closure of ?!.

4 An approximating Denotational
Semantics
In this section we discuss a compositional semantics which approximates the observables and
is based on input-output pairs, hence it is simple
enough to provide a suitable basis for ecient compositional analysis. The semantics will be a proper
approximation, because in general modeling exactly
the observables of a concurrent language (compositionally) requires structures more complicate than
input-output pairs. It is easy to show that the
semantics O previously described is not compositional. The following is a counter-example (we use

`+' as a syntactic abbreviation for ).
Example 4.1 Let a; b; c 2 C be constraints ordered
by the relation a  b  c and let us consider the
agents A1 and A2
A1 = (ask(true) ! tell(a))
+
(ask(b) ! tell(c))
A2 = (ask(true) ! tell(a))
+
(ask(b) ! tell(c))
+
(ask(true) ! (tell(a) k ask(b) ! tell(c)))
It is easy to check that O(A1 ) = O(A2 ). However,
given the agent
B = ask(a) ! tell(b)
we have O(A1 k B) 6= O(A2 k B) since htrue; ci 2
O(A2 k B) n O(A1 k B).
The problem here is that, when considering the
abstract input-output behaviour, the (agent corresponding to the) third branch of the process A2 is

equivalent to the union of the rst two branches. Indeed, the control structure disappears and the third
branch is represented by the two pairs htrue; ai and
hb; ci.
In the following we present two denotational semantics D and DFin which approximate O and OFin
respectively. We introduce DFin because it is more
accurate than D, hence it is preferable when one is
not interested in the analysis of in nite computations.
We require both semantics to satisfy the equations of Table 2, which re ect the transition system
in Table 1. In the equation for k, the symbol  represents the composition of relations, which is de ned
as R1  R2 = fhr1; r2i j there exists r s.t. hr1; ri 2
R1 and hr; r2i 2 R2g. The transitive closure is
extended to the in nite case, i.e. if the pairs
hr0; r1i; hr1; r2i; : : :,hrn; rn+1i; : : : are in R, then the
pair hr0 ; lub n2! rni is in the transitive closure of R.
In order to describe in nite computations, we follow the TCSP approach. In TCSP a process which
diverges is regarded as a source of nondeterminism.
The extreme case is represented by a process which
loops without performing any visible action. The
denotation of such a process will be the maximal
set of pairs P = fhc; di j c; d 2 C and c  dg,
representing a totally unpredictable behavior. This
leads to a least xpoint approach, w.r.t. the ordering
D1 D D2 i , for all agents A, D1[ A]]  D2 [ A]].

De nition 4.2 The denotational semantics D :
Agents ! P (P) is the least (wrt D ) function
which satis es the equations in Table 2.

Proposition 4.3 For any agent A, O(A)  D[ A]].
The crucial point in this proposition is the denotation of k. The proof that O(A k B)  D[ A k B]] is
based on showing that every interleaving of A and
B can be mimicked by an alternation of maximal
transition sequences starting from A and from B.

This involves also the proof of commutativity and
associativity of the denotation of k.
In general, O is properly included in D for three
reasons. One reason is the treatment of k in D,
which allows the parallel components to restart
their computation from the beginning, at each step.
For instance, consider again the agents A1 ; A2 and
B of Example 4.1. In the denotational semantics of
A1 k B it is possible that A1 chooses the rst branch
and produce a; then waits for b, starts again from
the choice point, chooses the second branch and produces c. Thus A1 k B and A2 k B are equated by
the denotational model. The second reason is the
treatment of , which is modeled as local choice.
Formally this is expressed by the fact that the suspension of one guard in the store c is sucient to
generate the pair hc; ci. Representing global choice
would require the information about the interleaving points. In a semantics based on pairs, this would
imply to associate a pair to every transition step,
which would cause a worse loss of accuracy. The
third reason is inherent to the way in nite computations are modeled. Consider the de nition
p : ? p:
The denotation of p is the maximal set of inputoutput pairs P: D[ p]] = P. On the other hand, the
operational semantics of p is O(p) = fhd; di j d 2
Cg.
This `lack of precision' in modeling the in nite
computations seems to be unavoidable in the inputoutput semantics. An exact characterization of in nite processes would require more complicate structures, such as metric spaces and sequences of constraints. The third problem does not occur if we
restrict to nite computations. This can be done
by considering the greatest xpoint instead of the
least one.

De nition 4.4 DFin : Agents ?! P (P) is the

greatest function which satis es the equations in

D1 D[ Stop] = fhc; ci j c 2 Cg
D2 D[ tell(c)]] = fhd; d ^ ci j d 2 Cg
D3 D[ Pni=1 ask(ci) ! Ai] =

Sni=ifhc; di j ci  c and hc; di 2 D[ Ai] g
[
Sni=ifhc; ci j c 2 C and ci 6 cg

D4 D[ A k B]] = fhc; di j hc; di is in the transitive closure of D[ A]]  D[ B]]
and hd; di 2 D[ A]] \ D[ B]]
g
D5 D[ 9xA]] = fhc; di j there exists d0 2 C s.t. h9x c; d0i 2 D[ A]] and d = c ^ 9xd0g
D6 D[ p(~x)]] = fhc; di j hc; di 2 D[ ~x~yA]]; where p(~y) : ?A
is the declaration for p(~x) in D

g

Table 2: The denotational semantics
Table 2 (with the di erence that here we can restrict to the nite transitive closure).
Note that for the previous de nitions of p and q
we have DFin [ p]] = O(p) = ;.

Proposition 4.5 For any agent A, OFin (A) 
DFin [ A]].

5 Upward closed semantics
If we look at the parallel operator as conjunction, at the choice operator as disjunction, and at
the guarded statement as implication, then we can
regard a program as a logical theory. This is the socalled declarative interpretation of cc programming,
and concurrent logic programming. From this point
of view, it makes sense to de ne a notion of observables which can be interpreted as the set of \logical
consequences" of the program. Formally, we can

obtain this set by collecting all the logical consequences of the nal results for a given initial constraint. This is equivalent to close O upward w.r.t.
the second component, and we denote these observables by OU . Given a program D and an agent A,
hc; di 2 OU (A) will be read as \if c and D and A
then d".
It will turn out that OU can be approximated
more precisely than O (note however that OU is less
informative than O). In fact, one of the reasons
of di erence between D and O is that D[ A]] may
contain a pair hc; di which is not in O(A) because it
is obtained by \restarting a parallel component of A
from the beginning". In this case, however, O(A)
will contain a pair hc; d0i with d0  d. Now, the
point is that, in the upward closed semantics, this
pair induces also the presence of hc; di. Therefore
this di erence disappears.
For a poset hX; i, we denote by P U (X) the set
of the upward-closed subsets of X, i.e. Y 2 P U (X)

i Y  X and for each x; y 2 X, if y 2 Y and y  x
then x 2 Y .

De nition 5.1 The mapping OU : Agents !
(P U (C ) ! P U (C )) is de ned by OU (A)C =
U
U
OFin
(A)C [ OInf
(A)C , where
U
OFin
(A)C = f d j there exist c; d0; B: s.t.
hA; ci ?! hB; d0i 6?! and d0  dg
U
OInf
(A)C =
f d j there exist c0; B1 ; c1; : : :; Bn; cn; : : : s.t.
hA; c0 i ?! hB1 ; c1i ?! : : : ?! hBn ; cni ?! : : :
and for each n 2 !; cn  dg

The denotational model corresponding to previous operational semantics is de ned as follows.

U
De nition 5.2 DU; DFin
: Agents ! (P U (C ) !
P U (C )) are the least and the greatest functions

which satisfy the equations in Table 3. The ordering is the standard one: D1  D2 i for each A 2
Agents , for each C 2 P U (C ), D2 [ A]]C  D1 [ A]]C
holds.

The following theorem states the adequacy of the
upward closed semantics for analysis.
Theorem 5.3 For any agent A, OU (A)  DU [ A]]
U
U
and OFin
(A)  DFin
[ A]].

5.1 Denotations as closure operators
In this section we show that the upward closed
denotational semantics of an agent is a closure
operator2. This allows us to follow the approach
of [14], where a process is represented by a set of
constraints, namely the xpoints of the associated
closure operator. The advantage is that the semantic operators can be de ned in a simple way; in particular, k is given by set intersection. In our case,
the resulting construction looks very similar to the
semantics of Angelic ccp as de ned in [10].

Given a poset ( ), a function : ! is a closure
is extensive (8 2
 ( )) monotonic
(8 2
 ) ( )  ( )) and idempotent (8 2
( ( )) = ( )).
2

operator i
x; y

X:

X: f f x

X;

f

f

x

x

f x

y

f x
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X

X

f x

x

Proposition 5.4 For every agent A, DU [ A]] is a
continuous closure operator on hP U (C ); i.
Since DU [ A]] is a closure operator, we can rede ne the equations of De nition 5.2 using xpoints. In fact it is well-known that a closure operator on a complete lattice can be represented by
the set of its xpoints: for F = fx j f(x) = xg
we have f(x) = glb(x \ F) = min(x \ F), where
x = fy 2 X j x  yg. Furthermore, we show
that we can restrict to consider only the singleton
xpoints, namely objects of the form c. Such a reformulation is simpler, hence more convenient for
abstract interpretation.
Let P UC (C ) be the set of upward closed subsets
of C which have a nite set of minimal elements,
namely the Scott-compact elements of P U (C ). The
lattice hP UC (C ); i is a sub-lattice of hP U (C ); i
with lub operator given by set intersection and glb
operator given by set union. Moreover hP UC (C ); i
is a CPO isomorphic to the Smyth power-domain
over hC ; i. Note that hP UC (C ); i is not a complete sublattice because union and intersection of
in nite compact sets might not be compact.

Proposition 5.5 P UC (C) is closed wrt the denotations of agents, i.e. for any agent A, for each
C 2 P UC (C ), DU [ A]]C 2 P UC (C ).

As a consequence, non-compact sets are never
introduced during the computation and we can reduce to the domain P UC (C ), i.e. we can de ne
DU : Agents ! (P UC (C ) ! P UC (C )).

Proposition 5.6 For any agent A, DU [ A]] is linear, i.e. 8C ; C 0 2 P UC (C ), DU [ A]](C [ C 0) =
DU [ A]]C [ DU [ A]]C 0.
As a consequence, for all agents A, DU [ A]] can
be represented by the subset of its xpoints which
are of the form c with c 2 C .

DU1 DU [ Stop] C = C
DU2 DU [ tell(c)]]C = fd j d 2 C and c  dg
DU3 DU [ Pni=1 ask(ci) ! Ai] C =

Sni=1fd j there exists c 2 C s.t. ci  c and d 2 D [ Ai] fcgg
[
Sni=1fd j there exists c 2 C s.t. ci 6 c and c  dg
U

DU4 DU [ 9xA]]C = fd j there exists c 2 C s.t. d0 2 DU [ A]]f9xcg and c ^ 9xd0  dg
DU5 DU [ A k B]]C = lubn2! (DU [ A]]  DU [ B]])nC
DU6 DU [ p(~x)]]C = fd j d 2 DU [ ~x~yA]]C where p(~y) : ?A is the declaration for p(~x) in Dg
Table 3: The upward closed denotational semantics DU .

De nition 5.7 S ; SFin : Agents ?! P (C) are the
least and the greatest function which satis es the
equations in Table 4, respectively.
Proposition 5.8 For each agents A and for each
C 2 P UC (C ) we have
DU [ A]]C = fd j there exists c 2 C; there
exists d0 2 S [ A]] \ c s.t. d0  dg

6 Analyses
In this section we show how the semantics presented in the previous sections can be used for program analyses. Abstract interpretation [5] formalizes the idea of \approximate computation", where
descriptions of data replace the data itself. The
idea is that an analysis is a computation in which
the program is evaluated using a non-standard interpretation of data and operators in the program.
According to this view the semantics which we have
presented are mimicked by the abstract semantic
equations. Constraints are replaced by descriptions

of constraints and the operators are replaced by operators which approximate the concrete ones.

De nition 6.1 A description hA; /; Ci consists
of an abstract domain A, a concrete domain C, and
an approximation relation / A  C.
The approximation relation is lifted to functions
and relations as follows:

 Let hA1 ; /1 ; C1i and hA2 ; /2 ; C2i be descriptions, F : A1 ! A2 and F 0 : C1 ! C2 be functions. Then F / F 0 i 8a 2 A1 : 8c 2 C1: a /1
c ) F(a) /2 F 0(c):
 Let hA1 ; /1 ; C1i and hA2 ; /2 ; C2i be descriptions, R  A1  A2 and R0  C1  C2 be relations. Then R / R0 i 8a 2 A1 : 8c 2 C1 : a /1 c
and hc; c0i 2 R0 ) 9ha; a0i 2 R and a0 /2 c0:
For cc languages, we are interested in descriptions of constraint systems. We give the following
de nition, which allows us to develop a compositional analysis based on D.

S1 S [ Stop] = C
S2 S [ tell(c)]] = c

S3 S [ Pni=1 ask(ci ) ! Ai] =

Sni=1 S [ Ai] \ ci
[
Sni=1fc j c 2 C and ci 6 cg

S4 S [ A k B]] = S [ A]] \ S [ B]]
S5 S [ 9xA]] = fc j c 2 C and there exists d 2 S [ A]] s.t. 9x c = 9xdg
S6 S [ p(~x)]] = S [ ~x~yA]], where p(~y) : ?A is the declaration of p(~x) in A
Table 4: The singleton semantics S .

De nition 6.2 A constraint system description
for a cylindric constraint system C = hC ; 
; ^; true; false ; Var ; 9i is a tuple hA; /; ^A; 4A; #A
; "A; 9Ai such that
1. hA; /; Ci is a description,
2. A is a complete lattice with ordering A ,
3. ^A : A  A ! A is extensive in both the arguments and approximates ^,
4. 4A : C ! A ! A and for all constraints
c, a0 :c4Aa0 is extensive and approximates
c0 :c ^ c0 ,
5. "A : C ! A ! A and for all constraints c,
a0 :c "A a0 is extensive and c "A a0 approximates all constraints c0 such that c  c0 and
a0 / c0 ,
6. #A : C ! A ! A and for all constraints c,
a0 :c #A a0 is extensive and c #A a0 approximates all constraints c0 such that c 6 c0 and
a0 / c0 ,

7. for each x 2 Var , 9Ax approximates 9x .
In Table 5 we show the semantic equations which
abstract the denotational semantics de ned by Table 2. This de nition also makes use of the possible
entailment relation `Apos  A  C de ned by
a `Apos c , there exists c0 s.t. a / c0 and c  c0 ;
and the de nite entailment relation `Adef  A  C
de ned by
a `Adef c , for each c0; if a / c0 then c  c0 :
Analogously to the concrete case, abstract denotations of programs are sets of input-output pairs
and we can obtain from the equations two semantics
corresponding to the greatest and the least xpoint
approach.

De nition 6.3 Let P A = fha; bi j a; b 2
A :
A and a A bg. The semantics DA ; DFin
A
Agents ! P (P ) are the greatest and the least

functions which satisfy the equations in Table 5, respectively.

A1 DA [ Stop] = fha; ai j a 2 Ag
A2 DA [ tell(c)]] = fha; c4Aai j a 2 Ag
A3 DA [ Pni=1 ask(ci ) ! Ai] =

Sni=1fha; bi j a `Apos ci and hci "A a; bi 2 DA[ Ai] g
[
Sni=1fha; bi j b = ci #A a and not a `Adef cig

A4 DA [ A k B]] = fha; bi j ha; bi is in the transitive closure of DA[ A]]  DA [ B]]
and hb; bi 2 DA[ A]] \ DA [ B]]
g
A5 DA [ 9xA]] = fha; bi j there exists a0 2 A s.t. h9Ax a; a0i 2 DA [ A]] and b = a ^A 9Ax a0g
A6 DA [ p(~x)]] = fha; bi j ha; bi 2 D[ ~x~yA]] where p(~y) : ?A
is the declaration for p(~x) in D

g

Table 5: The abstract denotational semantics DA .

Theorem 6.4 For all agents A, DA[ A]] / D[ A]]
A [ A]] / DFin [ A]].
and DFin
Similarly we can obtain the abstract semantics corresponding to the upward closed semantics.
However because of space limitations we leave these
out.

7 Conclusions and future work
We have proposed a framework for denotational
semantics of concurrent constraint languages which
can be used as a basis for compositional analysis.
The main advantage of our construction is the
simplicity of the semantic domains: input-output
relations or functions. This makes it suitable for cc
program analysis, at the price of correctness in the
classical sense.
From well known results we know that the loss
of classical correctness is unavoidable, for such a se-

mantic domain. Hence the only parameter to compare denotational input-output semantics would be
the accuracy of the resulting analysis. In order
to obtain an approximating semantics we have renounced to model faithfully global choice and continuation point. It would be interesting to investigate alternative approximations based on the same
domain. One possibility is, for instance, to adopt
the idea of [3], where all the alternatives in a choice
are enabled as soon as one of the guards is enabled.
The framework we have proposed can be extended smoothly to ccp languages with atomic tell
([13]). The only problem is the adaptation of the
nite semantics, in case we want to model the arrest of the computation when the store is inconsistent. Consider for instance two processes p(x)
and q(x) which generate the constraint x = a and
x = b respectively, and then loop. Their denotations would be empty, whereas their parallel composition would stop and generate a failure. One

obvious solution is to introduce an \arti cial" termination mode, which would lead to model partial
computations. However, this extension complicates
the analysis and makes it much less accurate; we
are currently investigating alternative approaches.
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